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Thank you for your letter of 19 June 2017 seeking further information from Student 
Awards Agency Scotland (SAAS) in relation to the above petition, which was recently 
considered by the Public Petitions Committee. 
 

As the Committee will be aware, since these matters are devolved, there are a number 
of student funding bodies in the UK, each administering distinct funding systems. In 
addition to the packages of support, each funding body also have in place course 
eligibility rules, concerning the course types and level of study which qualify for funding 

purposes.  
 
As a consequence there are policies in place, dealing with the issue of which funding 
system and relevant funding body a student should access when undertaking study in 

another part of the UK. I note you have asked for further clarity about this and how 
these policies operate in the context of a student progressing from undergraduate to 
postgraduate study.  
  

In order to receive tuition fee and living-cost support from SAAS, students must meet 
the residency criteria laid out in The Students' Allowances (Scotland) Regulations 
2007, as amended and The Education (Student Loans) (Scotland) Regulations 2007 
as amended. These require students to be ordinarily resident in Scotland on the first 

day of the first academic year of their course (1st August for autumn start courses).  
Residency primarily for education purposes is not regarded as meeting the ordinary 
residence criteria. Therefore for example a student who moves to Scotland from 
another part of the UK, specifically for the purpose of undertaking a course, or 

commence further study immediately after concluding such a course, are not regarded 
as being ordinarily resident.  
 
Consequently a student from another part of the UK undertaking a postgraduate course 

in Scotland directly after undertaking an undergraduate degree, which had been funded 
by another UK funding body, are not eligible to receive support from SAAS. This policy 
is laid out in Part 1, reg. 2 Interpretation (2) of the Education (Student Loans for Tuition 
Fees) (Scotland) Regulations 2006 and the Education (Student Loans) (Scotland) 

Regulations 2007.  
 
In such cases students are required to access the student support arrangements 
relevant to the part of the UK that they are ordinarily resident. So for example, a student 

resident in England applying for a course in Scotland but not ordinarily resident, would 
apply to Student Finance England and access the relevant funding arrangements.   
 
It should be noted that in this regard similar considerations apply to Scottish students. 

For example if a Scottish domiciled student was studying in England funded by SAAS at 
undergraduate level, they would be required to apply to SAAS if they went on to study 
an eligible postgraduate course in England immediately after. If their course was not 
one that SAAS recognised for funding purposes, they would not then be eligible to apply 

to Student Finance England instead. 
 



 

Having carefully reviewed the circumstances of this case I am satisfied that SAAS have 
appropriately applied both the residency criteria and considerations for post graduate 
funding correctly. This decision is consistent with how we treat other students in the 

same position and reflects how such policies apply to Scottish students accessing 
funding for study elsewhere in the UK.   
 
In your correspondence you have asked me to address a number of specific issues 

relating to the provision of postgraduate support in Scotland, which I cover below. 
 
1. To what extent is there post-graduate funding, either in the form of 

financial support or access to student loans, in Scotland and for what 

courses?  

 
From academic year 2017-2018 eligible Scottish domiciled students undertaking 
eligible full-time postgraduate study can apply for a total support package of £10,000. 

This support package comprises of a maximum tuition fee loan of £5,500 and a living 
cost loan of £4,500. Eligibile part-time students can apply for a tuition fee loan of 
£5,500 only.  
 

The support package has recently been extended to include eligible students 
undertaking taught Masters programmes at publicly funded institutions, as well as all 
Postgraduate Diplomas. Prior to 2017-18, funding was limited to a prescribed list of 
Postgraduate Diploma programmes.  

 
2. What criteria do SAAS apply to determine whether someone qualifies as 

Scottish domiciled for the purposes of funding or loan eligibility?  

 

To meet our general residence conditions, students must have been ordinarily resident 
in the United Kingdom, the Channel Islands or the Isle of Man for the three years 
immediately before the first day of the first academic year of their course (the relevant 
date). For the majority of students who start their course in the autumn term, the 

relevant date is 1 August. 
 
In addition Students must also be ordinarily resident in Scotland on the relevant date. 
We will not treat a student as being ordinarily resident in Scotland if their main purpose 

in coming to Scotland is for full-time education. This policy laid out in The Students' 
Allowances (Scotland) Regulations 2007 as amended and The Education (Student 
Loans) (Scotland) Regulations 2007 as amended. 
 
3. What other bodies provide funding for professional post-graduate 

qualifications in Scotland?  

 
These are dependent on the subject and level of qualification. Alternative funding 

arrangements may be available through Research Council grants, Employer 
sponsorships or scholarships and bursary schemes; information about the latter are 
typically available through the students Higher Education Institution. In addition, some 
high-street banks offer Professional & Career Development Loans (PCDL).    

 
 
 



 

4. Are you aware of funding being available from other bodies to non-Scottish 
domiciled students for Scottish professional post-graduate qualifications? 

 

Non-Scottish domiciled students can apply to their local UK funding authority for 
support. Student Finance England, Student Finance Northern Ireland and Student 
Finance Wales each have distinct criteria in regards to student and course eligibility. 
 

I hope you find this information useful. Please do not hesitate to contact me if additional 
information would assist the work of the Committee. 


